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COLAPS LAPSUS I. 2019

COLAPS 
LAPSUS I.

From small “briefcase” formats, precise, invisible 
pencil interventions to original photographic record, 
but especially from committed political and historical 
themes referring to our Central European past (20th 
century), Mikyta has shifted to unbound (visual) freedom 
over the past five years.

Containers full of plastic netting, construction plastics, 
and their own or alien art waste collected over the years, 
found, unclassified forms and templates, pigments 
and unneeded cans of offset ink from printers creating 
environmental burdens are back in the game, reaping 
their full potential.

The author changes work flows, recycles his own older 
works and motifs, enlarges and relativizes scale and 
technology. Digital reproductions and enlargements 
create backgrounds for other layers and authorial 
inputs. Monotypes, painting, linocut, drawing, frotting… 
from a mixture of unreadable chaos, Mikyta draws in 
details that reveal that the painting was created in a 
coordinated manner. Once he works with colour and 
gesture, at other times he redraws the hatching in detail 
on the same piece, from the surface he passes to space 
and his illusive form from digital print to offset colour 
relief. He re-presses the paper, highlights or suppresses 
specific motifs with a pencil, puts on colour and lets it 
create colour scraps on the paper. He tries everything 
at once. As if there was no time to formulate things 
gradually and carefully. Again, he leaves the resulting 
meaning interpretation open to the viewer.
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Mira Keratová
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VARIABILITA TURBA 2014

VARIABILITA
TURBA

“The Monochromes” hints at the ways in which the artist 
thinks visually during the process of confrontation of 
outer and inner images. He reinterprets old aesthetics, 
former representations and their evolutionary continuity 
set in the context of the unceasing history of art and 
culture in order to create neologies and new images.

The exhibition is built around the concept of anticonism, 
which is one of the possible approaches to grasping 
Mikyta’s work which is usually explained discursively 
according to the rhetoric of East European art from the 
turn of the century. However, political geography is an 
increasingly simplistic lead, even in the case where the 
artist’s selection of appropriated and used material can 
be relatively clearly defined from a historical, political 
or aesthetic point of view (see Mikyta’s references to 
modernism or period propaganda). The ever-present 
motif of the absence of image can be explained by the 
principle of the “hole in the flag” -a term known from 
the period of the Hungarian Revolution in 1956, when 
people cut out the old Communist emblems from all the 
flags displayed in public areas, leaving behind just a hole 
in the black fabric. Mikyta’s work revolves around the 
moment when one symbol is no longer valid but the new 
one does not exist yet to replace it. An “empty” colour 
environment replaces the depiction of material reality or 
a minimalist monochrome is placed instead of a detail 
of an original figurative element; by means of deleting or 
in fact supplementing at the same time, he creates new 
meanings.
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PRESS

In recent years Mikyta’s focus has gradually shifted 
away from a subjective analysis of ideologised images 
towards a more general reflection of the mechanisms 
that create these images. It is as if he was no longer 
interested in what the images depict and became 
instead mesmerised by the individual shapes and 
colours and their effects.

This can be seen also in the work Zeitgeistlos that 
draws directly on the production of the book Homo 
viator. During the offset printing of the book, Mikyta 
collected the printed scrap test sheets and ran them 
through the printing press again, several times in a 
row. With a limited degree of control and with purely 
aesthetic ambitions, he combined the various sheets 
and matrices to create a unique collage. He has thus 
freed himself from the topics burdened down by the 
past through a DJ-style mixing of images performed 
directly on the printing press. The work Zeitgeitlos is in 
its essence an accessible, viewer-friendly recording of 
the process, presented in a book format. The volume 
is also a useful key to the entire exhibition at Krokus 
Gallery. The works on show here move across various 
media and are, characteristically, presented in the form 
of a carefully thought-through spatial installation. Apart 
from the conceptually straight-forward re-drawings, 
he makes use of a wide range of various retouches, 
reprints, photograms, collages, installations and also 
found objects. At first glance it may seem that Mikyta 
is now fascinated by the mechanisms of image-making 
from a purely formal or even a technical point of view. 

His new cycles of work draw on printing technologies, 
methods of reproduction and photographic processes, 
the qualities of which are best revealed when used 
incorrectly. Mikyta runs prints on previously printed 
paper; in the cycle No Chance Abstraction he breaks 
up polaroid pictures; in the cycle Doska (Board) he 
erases and redraws previously printed pictures. He 
is fascinated by the 3D remnants left by work with 
colours or by the various mutations of the book form in 
Posledná kniha (The Last Book). The move away from 
studying ideologies is, however, only apparent. True, the 
approaches used by Mikyta in his newer works make 
the processes of image-creation visible. This is however 
only a part of the necessary know-how required for 
their deeper understanding. The persistent need for a 
critical interpretation of cultural history led him to realise 
that the instruments of ideology need not be just the 
nationalist or socialist imagery and its rhetoric but that 
it is to be found already in the rotary or intaglio printing 
presses themselves. It is thus no coincidence that 
the fundamental principle of most of the mechanisms 
thematised by Mikyta is pressure, the application of 
force: the press matrix is imprinted on paper, broken 
polaroid photos create symmetrical imprints, the 
pressure of the hand and its movement with an eraser 
alter the form of a previously printed image, tooling 
leaves an opening in a page, disrupting it forever and 
opening it onto a new dimension. The multifaceted 
metaphor of a press thus points us towards a broader 
understanding of the role of technical images both in 
the history and in the contemporary life of our society.
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Áron Fenyvesi
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UNGOLD 2016

UNGOLD

Svätopluk Mikyta’s recent exhibition, entitled Ungold, 
highlights a counter direction for the artist and his 
work, defining itself as an „anti-antique” tendency. 
Mikyta doesn’t want to create precious and old 
looking objects from new, cheap materials, with solely 
manipulating their surface. Mikyta doesn’t want to make 
contemporary objects looking antique either. He wants 
to make his collection of old images contemporary. 
This artistic intetion might seem to be paralell with the 
unreferentiality of our present digital visual culture, in 
which world Mikyta is very keen on staying inventively 
analogue. Due to the complexity and the unquestionable 
uniqueness of his works, they don’t only work in the 
theoretical context of industrially multipliable mass-
produced images, but beyond that notion.

The most monumental element of this exhibition is a 
series of monotypies and collages made of 33 separate 
A3 sized pieces. This work could easily be interpreted 
as tapestry at first, but it’s not repetitive and it is highly 
dependant on individual and unreproducable forms. 
The works of the exhibition might be attributed as 
expressive, since Mikyta reserved a role for his personal 
gestures, and as well the unintentionality of the different 
use of technology. The artist uses gloden offset paint to 
paint over images, which are originated from black and 
white books. By doing that, the expressive qualities of 
the gold counterbalance the very hard-edge and exact 
character of the printed images. The artistic practice 
of Mikyta is very much based on the process in which 
he integrates his own and inimitable signature into and 
onto the reproductions of iconic images. This was the 
core of his previous „overdrawings” and „re-portaits” as 
well, but Mikyta radically expanded his pool of graphic 
and painterly tools now. The subjective iconography 
of Mikyta’s now range from botanical to typographical 
references, while it even spans through the objects of 
late-modern interior design.
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ORNAMENTIANA

Svätopluk Mikyta experiments for a long time with 
materiality and visuality, and in his work playfully 
rearranges potential of the existing in the direction 
to the past and the future. His work is “hauntological” 
(Derrida), meaning that his themes and the creative 
process are marked by the „disjointed time”. He does 
not address the time point of pure origin, always only 
the absent presence: big and small history, remixing 
of signs and symbols, designing new iconographies, 
samples of the new collective memories, alternatives 
of the reality tunnels, creating new beginnings and new 
ends, recycling of the old grammar, discarded books 
and dumped materials.

ORNAMENTIANA creates a fresh grid of correlations and 
searches for a new aesthetic. Remix of techniques and 
materials, collage-like installation approach, exploration 
of the very notion of „art” lead to a choreographed 
experience that includes the viewer into the overall 
assemblage.

ORNAMENTIANA changes the axes of our three-
dimensional arena. It is based on Cartesian 
choreography of space, on regular but also moving grid 
of horizontals and verticals.

ORNAMENTIANA is a levitating surface full of 
relationships moving to the complexity of time and 
space, a visual manifest, detachment from the gravity 
of the committed towards the infinity, weightlessness, 
universality.

ORNAMENTIANA is a horizontal landscape, flat surface, 
horizontal sculpture, in which the unique vertical is made 
by the visitor of the exhibition, whose presence expands 
it by another coordinate.

ORNAMENTIANA reconstructs and translates 
ornaments, renders new visibility and allows the viewer 
to feel the archaeology of time. It is reoccurring use and 
subsequent stigmatization of folklore. Past future, future 
past.

ORNAMENTIANA is the acceleration of existing 
aesthetics. Exploring of the visual and material nature of 
perceiving of the world here and now. Anadigilogtal.

ORNAMENTIANA reviews the formal aspects of art on 
the border between high and low, the circumstances of 
their production in the context of never sleeping society.

ORNAMENTIANA is non-hierarchical, de-centralized, 
de-politicized. It denies the affirmative, fixed position, 
proclaiming, barricades and it contradicts our vision 
about our demonstrative political-activist gesture.

Lucia Tkáčová & Anetta Mona Chisa
2016
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Jiří Havlíček
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POMODERNA AND SEVEN MONOCHROMS 2014

POMODERNA 
AND SEVEN 
MONOCHROMS

Svätopluk Mikyta’s interest has recently shifted 
from the aesthetics of political propaganda to the 
advertising industry. What remains is a play on the 
legacy of commercial and propaganda printing 
and on the unreliability of our memory. Svätopluk 
Mikyta’s installations are uncertain places. The artist 
combines disparate elements, like reproductions of 
books and pieces of furniture, and arranges them on 
monochromatic backgrounds. In this approach, he also 
refers to conventions of interior design. At first glance, 
the individual fragments do not have much connection, 
although their chromaticity is reminiscent of a time-
space CMYK-like colour chart – a fan of pictorial 
relationships spread across the history of the last 
century. The Monochromes in this exhibition are large-
scale monochromatic rectangles in wooden frames – 
these unfinished promotional banners from the 1970s 
are remnants of that era’s printing production. They 
are images-to-be that never manifested themselves, 
and whose place was taken by brightly colourful 
backgrounds. We will never know whether those images 
fell victim to political censorship or whether a sudden 
change in the production plan inhibited their realisation: 
these artworks are fraught with historical issues, yet 
they could just as well be abstract images, not alluding 
to any external thematic.
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Blue Hour
Mira Keratová
2109

Hundreds of drawings by Svätopluk Mikyta can be 
viewed as diary reports, in which the identity of the 
author, protagonist, and spectator are merging into one 
story. Artistic storytelling is being refined, simplified 
and specified throughout time. The story unfolds in a 
circle. It returns to the same moments; inside the circle, 
the same questions remain there. It is not possible to 
approach them directly. The author, protagonist and 
spectator constantly move around them in circles. They 
shape their ideas in the process of free associations, 
reminiscent of freudian interpretation of dreams – 
through memories and flashbacks, which are always 
incomplete. Romantic and imaginary biography of 
Svätopluk Mikyta fragmentary develops author’s 
discursive self. It evolves the discourse via archeology 
of local context ploughed by the residues of dominant 
rural culture of the past. The drawings build up a story 
about vanishing of traditional values of family, nation and 
church, which until recently determined the community 
of non-nomadic society. Related ideological and folklore 
motives interlace with melting historical layers, which 
are coarsely covered up by new visual forms. Artificial 
logotype motives arise without evolutionary processes; 
they spontaneously create other discontinued layers 
like a reality-show. The pressures of the consumerist 
culture have transformed the concept of time. The 
traditional mechanisms of individual and collective 
memory formation are modified by means of marketing 
incentives. The nature of the history changes. History 
resigns on a direct connection to real events and their 
relevance. 

Original space-time frame is disappearing in a sketchy 
drawing. The shape of previously most utilitarian tool 
turns into an ornament. Svätopluk Mikyta’s drawings 
are loaded with heraldic and nostalgic references to the 
national tradition (in Slovakia, paradoxically, established 
by Modernism) and its ruptures. Artist allows the 
viewer a glance into his brief intimate notes and gag 
social reflections. At another time he proposes – in a 
stilted mannerist disegno – the celebration of form and 
embellishment (of the imaginary linear language). In 
a result, however, drawings show a serious polemics 
of signs and concepts, set in complex structures 
of the experienced reality. Variations of adapted or 
deformed original patterns are implied without an 
original model; the drawings are based on the artist’s 
memories. Svätopluk Mikyta nostalgically rakes over the 
ashes of breaking and continuous identity re-modelling. 
He zealously reconstructs the local history and its 
continuing permanent past. In the common experience, 
the pact between the artist and the spectator is 
concieved. The truncated drawings progressively keep 
repeating the same leitmotif – the artist’s positioning 
of his continuously permeating and vanishing self 
in time. In one stroke lives the reminiscence of well 
known detail that has not yet evaporated. Mikyta’s 
drawing becomes autobiographic as well as therapeutic 
process of searching for own identity – as a subject of 
disappearance.
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SVÄTOPLUK MIKYTA
*1973 , Čadca, Slovakia – former Czechoslovakia
Lives and works in Banská Štiavnica and Brno
www.mikyta.com

SELECTED SOLO SHOWS

2019 Fragments of fragments, Foundation for 
Contemporary Arts Prague-vJelení Gallery,  
Praha (CZ)

             MOŽNÝ MIKYTA, I DON’T EXIST, WHEN YOU 
DON’T SEE ME, Etcetera Gallery, Brno (CZ)

             Colaps Lapsus II, Gallery Zborovňa 
Nová Cvernovka, Bratislava (SK)

             Colaps Lapsus I, Stredoslovenská 
galéria, Banská Bystrica (SK)

2018 Hole in flag, ITO Projektraum, Stuttgart (DE)
2017 PRESS, Krokus Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)
 Zdroj, LUXFER Gallery, Česká Skalice, (CZ)
2016 Ornamentiana, Fait Gallery, Brno, (CZ) 

Ungold, Erika Deák Gallery, Budapest, (HU) 
MIKYTA EXPORT IMPORT / commodification, 
Divus London, London, UK

2015 Tichý vánok vietor prináša (with Imrich 
Vanek), NOVA Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)

2014 Memory cracks, Gallery annex14, Zurich, (SU) 
Pomoderna and seven monochroms, Polansky 
Gallery, Prague, (CZ) 
Variabilita Turba, Krokus Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)

2013 Anticrystals, Leto Gallery, Warsaw, (PL)
 Follow the line, (with Moussa Kone), Krokus 

Gallery, Bratislava, (SK) 
Orange Human, Erika Deák Gallery, Budapest, (HU)

2012 Jérôme Leuba - Svätopluk Mikyta, Gallery 
annex14, Bern, (SU) 
The colours moving, The Goma Gallery, 
Madrid, (ES) 
Ad libitum, (with J. Schlichting), Gallery Cypriana 
Majernika, Bratislava, (SK) 
Koniec, Tranzit house synagogue, Cluj, (RO)

2011 Reworking memories, (with N.Neelova and 
A.Polska), Federica Schiavo Gallery, Rom, (IT)

2010 Unmitte, Dana Charkasi Gallery, Wien, Austria
 Visit, Zpaf-i-Ska Gallery, Krakow, (PL)
 Dieffenbachia Rex, SZARA Gallery, Cziesyn, (PL)
2009 Dirty Memories, Kabinet Gallery, Brno, (CZ)
 NatureHumanCity, Emmanuel 

Walderdorff Gallery, Cologne, (DE)
 Unusual Possibilities, Annex14, Bern, (SU)
 Buy the way, Photoport Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)
 VANEK *1931 MIKYTA *1973, 

Nitra Gallery, Nitra, (SK)
2008 Dirty Wall, The Hause of Arts in Brno, (CZ) 
 The Year of the Potato, Linea 

Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)
 Nothing more than Nation! (with R. Macuha 

and M. Piacek), Open Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)
2007 Tristo hrmenych (with K.M. Treder and M. 

Beckmann), Medium Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)
2006 33, Emmanuel Walderdorff Gallery, Cologne, (DE)
 Open House, PROGR, Bern, (SU)

2010 Multiple choices, Emmanuel 
Walderdorff Gallery, Cologne, (DE)

 There Has Been No Future, There Will 
Be No Past, ISCP New York, USA

 Nenapadne medium, East-slovakia 
Gallery, Kosice, Slovak Repubilc

 Formats of Transformation 89-09, 
MUSA Museum Vienna, Austria

2009 Contemporary drawing Košice-Prague-
Budapest, Kasárne Kulturpark, Kosice, (SK)

 Kunsthalle Krems, Austria
 Formats of Transformation 89-09, The 

Brno House of Arts, Brno, (CZ)
 Rites de Passage, Schunk-Glaspaleis 

in Heerlen, Netherland
 Contact, City Hall Gallery, Oslo, Norway
 Prague Biennale 4, Prague, (CZ)
 Drawings, Open Studios, ISCP, New York, USA
2008 Slovak image (Anti-image), Prague 

castle, Prague, (CZ)
 The Oskár Čepan Price 2008 – Finalists, 

MEDIUM Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)
 Slovak rep, Bienalle of Graphic Design, 

Moravian Gallery, Brno, (CZ)
 Politische Ikonografie, Galerie 

Jette Rudolph, Berlin, (DE)
 Rez a ry!, Gallery of the town 

Bratislava, ratislava, (SK)
2007 Slovak Myth, Moravian Gallery, Brno, (CZ)
 (ne)MOC/(sub)DOMINANCIA, State 

Gallery, Banska Bystrica, (SK)
2006 Autopoesis, Slovak National 

Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)
 22 minutes 50,28 seconds, Gallery 

Art Factory, Prague, (CZ)
 Man, hero, spirit, machine, Medium 

Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)
 Les beaux ideals, Synagogue – Centre of 

Contemporary Art, GJK, Trnava, Slovakia
2005 Slovak Myth, Slovak National 

Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)
 Disorientation, Globe Gallery, Newcastle 

upon Tyne, United Kingdom
2003 Oskar Cepan Prize 2003 – finalists 

exhibition, Bratislava City Gallery, (SK)
 Permanent Romanticism, 

Bratislava City Gallery, (SK)
 Charm and Sham, Open Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)
 HEROES, Rainer Wehr Gallery, Stuttgart, (DE)
 
  

2005 MIKYTEN, Reihe 22 Kunstlertreffs 
Gallery, Stuttgart, (DE)

 Home Sweet Home, Artotéka 
Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)

 Attempt at Selfportrait, Nova 
Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)

2004 Dies Natalis (with J. Schlichting), State 
Gallery, Banska Bystrica, (SK)

 Secret and Truth (with J. Schlichting), Emmanuel 
Walderdorff Gallery, Cologne, (DE)

2003 Im Rahmen des Rot - Weinende 
Wand (Within red – Crying wall), Am 
Alaunplatz Gallery, Dresden,  (DE)

2002 Svätopulk Mikyta (SK), Emmanuel 
Walderdorff Gallery, Cologne, (DE)

 „Since there is no chance to define any significant 
resemblance between an creator and his 
creation without creating at the same time even 
bigger divergence“ (with J. Schlichting and 
C. Schiuma), Medium Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)

SELECTED GROUP SHOWS

2019 Sillver vertigo, Jozef Kollár Gallery, 
Banská Štiavnica (SK)

2018 Zeitgeistlos, Knoll Galerie, Vienna, Austria 
Greetings from Molsberg, Galerie Britta von 
Rettberg, Munich, (DE) 
Pigment – Zones of Visibility, Glassyard Gallery, 
Budapest, (HU) 
Magic, Emmanuel Walderdorff 
Gallery, Molsberg, (DE)  

2017 DOUBLE CODING, MUDAM Luxembourg, (LU)
2016 Intermarium, Futura Gallery, Prague, (CZ)
2015 Moving Image Department, 2nd Chapter: 

The Eclipse of an Innocent Eye, National 
Gallery, Trade  Fair Palace, Prague, (CZ)

 Liquid Muse, Slovak National 
Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)

2014 This can’t possibly by true, Emil Filla Gallery- 
Armaturka, Ústí nad Labem, (CZ) 
Turning points, Hungarian National Gallery, 
Budapest, (HU) 
Two landscapes, Slovak National 
Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)

 Haunting Monumentality II, Club 
Electroputere, Craiova, (RO)

2013 Past Future II, House of Arts- Dum panu z 
Kunstatu, Brno, (CZ) 
Lord of the Flies, Wannieck Gallery, Brno, (CZ) 
Auf der Strecke, Stadtgalerie, Bern, (SU) 
Podozrivý voľný čas, Open Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)

2012 Apropriation Part III. Fotogalerie Wien, Austria 
Apocalypse Now, Medium Gallery, Bratislava, (SK) 
Ready, set, go!, Nitra gallery, Nitra, (SK) 
Haunting Monumentality, Gallery Plan B, 
Berlin, (DE) 
Interview II, Nitra gallery, Nitra, (SK) 
Delete, Slovak National Gallery, Bratislava, (SK)

2011 Barricade of Dreams, Trafo Gallery, Budapest, (HU) 
Young European Landscape, Collegium 
Hungaricum Berlin, (DE)

 Flashbulb Memory, Stúdió Galéria, Budapest, (HU)

Represented in the collections:  Art Institute of 
Chicago (USA), MUDAM Collection Luxembourg 
(L), Museum of Applied Arts, Prague (CZ), 
Slovak National Gallery (SK), Bratislava City 
Gallery, Bratislava (SK), Nitrianska Gallery, 
Nitra (SK), Central Slovakian Gallery, Banská 
Bystrica (SK), M.A. Bazovsky Gallery (SK), 
The Municipal Museum, Pezinok (SK), 
The Orawa Gallery, Dolný Kubín (SK)

Private collections in: Slovakia, Czech Republic, 
Hungary, USA, Austria, Great Britain, 
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, France, Japan

Presented at art fairs: Contemporary Istanbul (TR), Art 
Forum Berlin (GER), Preview Berlin (GER), Art 
Amsterdam RAI (NL), Art Frankfurt (GER), ART 
Brussels, Brussel (B), Viennafair, Vienna (AT), Volta 
Basel, Basel (CH), Volta NYC, New York (USA)
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